SHOOT UP CHINATOWN
THREE DEAD, 7 WOUNDED

Gang of Hep Sing Tongs Descend the District With Big Revolvers.

Assailants Came from New York and Sent Death and Terror to the On Leong Tongs—Five Arrests.

Members of the Hep Sing Tongs Mysteriously Invade Chinatown and Shoot Down Their Rivals in the On Leong Tong and Others Who Happened to be in the Path of Their Bullets. Fully 50 Shots Were Fired in 10 Minutes.

Three Chinamen were killed and seven were seriously wounded—at least two in the chest galls.

The shooting up of Chinatown last night is a continuation of the feud between the two Chinese society societies, the Hep Sing Tongs and the On Leong Tongs.

Five Chinamen have been arrested and they are charged with murder. Two of them will be confessed. The other three have escaped.

They have been positively identified by at least 10 witnesses and their presence have been found.

Two others were apprehended in Worcester this morning, and one was taken in his locality in Jamaica at about 4 a.m. today.

At least 50 shots were fired within the space of 10 minutes, and was dropped right and left or fired under the murderers five of the 10 or 12-range revolvers. In less than five minutes Chinatown was a city of wailing, crying, and smoking people. The crowd which surged forward was a mob of 100 Harbor pages and freight workers. There were several small fires in the alleys.

In chaos in the latter narrow alleys, the constables retreated by the steaming incinerator, by the steamboat wharf, and by the harbor police by the steaming incinerator by the steamboat wharf, and by the harbor police.

In an instant the air was reeking with the reports of revolvers, and at the same time this proved a signal for the
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Chinamen who were resting quietly the moment before to soak the profec.

The shooting started at 9 o'clock at a little store in the Chinatown section.

The riot was started by a man who had been attacked by a Chinaman on a street in the neighborhood.

The police were called, but were too late to prevent the shooting.

Two men were killed and one was wounded.

The dead were identified as Chinamen, but the wounded was found to be a white man.

The body of the white man was taken to the hospital where he died two hours later.

The investigation is being conducted by the police.

The shooting occurred in Chinatown, a section of the city, where many Chinese

The rioters were subsequently arrested.

The shooting is believed to be the result of a dispute over a political issue.

The incident has raised questions about the relationship between the Chinese and the police.

The Chinese community is demanding that the police take action to prevent similar incidents in the future.

Police are currently investigating the incident.

TWO TAKEN IN WORCESTER.

Charlie Mee and Yee Wah are said to have been arrested here.

They were arrested on suspicion of murder.

They are said to have been involved in the shooting of a man in Chinatown.

The victim was taken to the hospital, but died later from his injuries.

Charlie Mee and Yee Wah have been identified by the police as the two men who are said to have committed the murder.

They are being held incommunicado at the police station.

The murder is said to be related to a political dispute in the Chinese community.

The investigation is continuing.